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a b s t r a c t 

Oblique detonation waves (ODWs) in stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen mixtures, highly diluted by 81–90% 

argon, are studied using the reactive Euler equations with a detailed chemistry model. Numerical results 

show that the incident Mach number M 0 changes the ODW initiation structure, giving both the smooth 

transition in the case of M 0 = 10 and the abrupt transition in the case of M 0 = 7. By comparing results of 

numerical simulation and theoretical analysis, the initiation processes are found to be chemical kinetics- 

controlled regardless of M 0 , different from those in hydrogen-air mixtures which are wave-controlled in 

the low M 0 regime. The argon dilution effect on the initiation morphology is investigated, showing that 

the structures are determined by the dilution ratio and M 0 collectively. However, the initiation length 

is found to be independent of the dilution ratio and only determined by M 0 , which is attributed to the 

competing effect of the high density and high temperature. 

© 2019 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In recent years, detonative combustion [1,2] has drawn in-

reasing attention as an efficient means for hypersonic propulsion

3–6] . Among different detonation-based engine concepts, the

blique detonation has been well considered in propulsion applica-

ions such as ram accelerator and oblique detonation wave (ODW)

ngine. 

There has been a significant progress in understanding the fun-

amental aspects of oblique detonation waves. In early researches,

.g., [7] , analytical solutions were sought by approximating the

DW structure as an oblique shock wave (OSW) coupled with an

nstantaneous post-shock heat release. Later studies [8–12] demon-

trate that the ODW surface is composed of a non-reactive oblique

hock before the oblique detonation surface is formed, and there

xists two types of OSW-ODW transition structures, as shown in

ig. 1 . The former is referred to as the abrupt transition featured

y a multi-wave point, while the latter is referred as the smooth

ransition featured by the curved shock. A number of recent stud-

es also focused on the ODW surface instability [13–19] , elucidat-

ng the formation and evolution of fine-scale unstable structures of

DWs. 
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The oblique detonation wave stems from the OSW-induced

ombustion process. Hence, the fuel property and its ignition in-

uence significantly the initial ODW formation. Previous studies

20–24] on detonations in straight tubes and annular combustors

rotating detonations) demonstrated that different fuels correspond

o different wave characteristics. In ODW research, one-step irre-

ersible heat release model is widely used, in which the effects

f fuel properties are overseen. Two-step induction-reaction global

hemistry model has also been used to study the ODW initiation

nd surface instability [25,26] , demonstrating some intriguing phe-

omena that have never been observed before. Recent numerical

tudies based on detailed chemistry models are also performed, to

ook at issues such as effects of M 0 (incident Mach number) [27] ,

nflow inhomogeneity [28,29] and initiation mechanism [30] . Our

ery recent study also investigates the ODW structure variation re-

ated to the effects of argon dilution in the cases under very low

nitial pressure 5 kPa, demonstrating a novel type of ODW struc-

ure featured by two-oblique shocks in the product [31] . 

In this study, the ODW structures in acetylene-oxygen mix-

ures highly diluted with argon are simulated. The resulting det-

nation in this type of combustibles corresponds usually to a

ery stable reaction structure. This is one kind of fuels widely

sed in previous detonation studies [32–34] . Equivalently, Maeda

t al. [35,36] performed experimental studies on conical det-

nation waves by launching spherical projectiles into diluted

cetylene-oxygen mixtures, illustrating different wave structures 

nd discussing the initiation features. In this study, the simple
. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of initiation structures, abrupt transition (a) and smooth transition 

(b). 

Fig. 2. Schematic of a typical ODW. 
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Table 1 

Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) detonation properties in different mix- 

tures. 

Gas species 2C 2 H 2 + 5O 2 with 85% Ar 2H 2 + O 2 + 3.76N 2 

P 0 0.2 atm 1.0 atm 

M CJ 5.0 4.9 

E a 4.8 7.8 

γ 0 1.58 1.40 

γ CJ 1.22 1.17 

Q 28.5 34.8 
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configuration of wedge-induced ODW initiation in highly argon di-

luted acetylene-oxygen mixtures is considered, following our re-

cent study in hydrogen-air mixtures [30] . It is found that in the

case of low M 0 , the initiation mechanism is different from that in

hydrogen-air mixtures, and in this paper, the resulting initiation

morphology and length are discussed and analyzed in detail. 

2. Physical and mathematical models 

A schematic of a typical ODW induced by a two-dimensional

(2D), semi-infinite wedge is given in Fig. 2 . The presence of the

wedge in a supersonic combustible inflow induces first an oblique

shock wave (OSW). For a high inflow Mach number causing a high

post-shock temperature behind the OSW, an exothermic chemical

reaction begins, leading to the ODW formation. The coordinate is

rotated to the direction along the wedge surface and the Carte-

sian grid in the rectangular domain enclosed by the dashed line in

Fig. 2 is aligned with the wedge surface. 

Following our previous studies, e.g., [27,30] , the unsteady reac-

tive Euler equations are used as governing equations for modeling

the ODW flow field, i.e.: 

∂U 

∂t 
+ 

∂F 

∂x 
+ 

∂G 

∂y 
= S (1)

 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

ρ1 

. . . 
ρn 

ρu 

ρv 
e 

⎫ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎭ 

, F = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

ρ1 u 

. . . 
ρn u 

ρu 

2 + p 
ρu v 

( e + p ) u 

⎫ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎭ 

, G = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

ρ1 v 
. . . 

ρn v 
ρu v 

ρv 2 + p 

( e + p ) v 

⎫ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎭ 

, S = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

ω 1 

. . . 
ω n 

0 

0 

0 

⎫ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎭ 

(2)

In the above equations, p is pressure and ρi ( i = 1 , . . . , n ) is the

i th species density, with u and v denoting the velocity in the x-

and y- direction. The total density and total energy are calculated
y: 

= 

n ∑ 

i =1 

ρi , e = ρh − p + 

1 

2 

ρ
(
u 

2 + v 2 
)

(3)

here specific enthalpy can be written as h = 

∑ n 
i =1 ρi h i /ρ with h i 

btained from the thermodynamic data of each individual species.

he equation of state is 

p = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

ρi 

R 0 

w i 

T (4)

here w i is the molecular weight, T is the gas temperature, and

 i is the species’ specific mass production rate, which is dictated

y the chemical reaction model. 

The chemical kinetic model used in this study is taken from an

cetylene-oxygen-diluent chemical mechanism for high-pressure

gnition and detonation [37] . This detailed chemistry model in-

olves 21 elementary reactions, 4 of which are reversible, among

he 15 species. Thermodynamic properties of the chemical species

re evaluated from the 9-coefficient NASA polynomial representa-

ion [38] . The governing equations are discretized on Cartesian uni-

orm grids and solved with the DCD scheme [39] with Strang’s

plitting. To overcome the stiff problem, a sufficient number of

ub-reaction steps are involved to assure the overall accuracy [40] .

Stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen-argon mixtures, i.e.,

 2 H 2 :O 2 :Ar = 2:5: β , are used in which β is determined by

he dilution ratio, varying between 81% and 90% in this study.

ith high dilution ratios, the mixtures are stable in which the

etonation structure is regular. This provides an advantage for

etonation simulations avoiding numerical issues such as grid

esolution and numerical stiffness. The default inflow parameters

re 0.2 atm and 298.15 K, and in some cases, the inflow with

ressure 1.0 atm is also considered. Some main Chapman–Jouguet

CJ) detonation parameters in the default mixtures with 85% dilu-

ion are listed in Table 1 , compared with those in stoichiometric

ydrogen-air mixtures, i.e., 2H 2 + O 2 + 3.76N 2 . It can be observed

hat CJ Mach numbers are close to each other, but other parame-

ers are different. In general, the diluted acetylene-based mixtures

re more stable with low activation energy, high specific ratio of

eat capacities, and low heat release. 

To set the initial conditions of simulation, the whole flow field

as uniform density, velocity, and pressure, which have been calcu-

ated according to M 0 and wedge angle θ , fixed at 25 ° in all cases.

lthough time-dependent solvers are used in this study, all the

ow fields are converged to their steady states, and unsteady pro-

esses are not considered here. The slip reflecting boundary con-

ition is used on the wedge surface and the other boundaries are

nterpolated under the assumption of zero first-order derivatives

f all flow parameters. On the lower computational boundary, the

edge starts from x = 0.256 mm. Without specific description, all

he length dimensions are mm in the following figures. Due to the

ulti-scale nature of the phenomena, both the computational do-

ain and mesh scale are adjusted, and resolution studies are ex-

mined to ensure the grid-independence. 
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Fig. 3. Temperature fields of ODW with 85% Ar dilution, M 0 = 7 (a), 8 (b), 9 (c), and 10 (d) (CW: compression wave; NDW: normal detonation wave). 

Table 2 

Initiation lengths with different grids along 

several lines parallel with x -axis. 

Position Grid 32 μm Grid 16 μm 

x = 0 mm 14.71 mm 14.79 mm 

x = 2 mm 18.98 mm 19.30 mm 

x = 4 mm 19.88 mm 20.40 mm 
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Fig. 4. Temperature shown by contours with 85% Ar dilution, (a) M 0 = 7, grid 32 μm 

(upper) and 16 μm (lower); (b) M 0 = 10, grid 4 μm (upper) and 2 μm (lower). 
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. Numerical results and discussion 

.1. ODW structure and resolution study 

Flow fields of ODW displayed by temperature are shown in

ig. 3 . Due to the difference of inflow condition, i.e., M 0 , the transi-

ion position varies in a wide range. Hence different computational

omain has to be adapted to cover each corresponding complete

DW structure. The absolute grid scales for each computational

omain in Fig. 3 are 32, 16, 8 and 4 μm, respectively. For all

imulations cases, the induction region before ODW formation is

esolved relatively by similar number of grid points and about

5 grids cover the half reaction zone length of each correspond-

ng ZND detonation. It is observed that the wave structures are

nfluenced by M 0 significantly, and the initiation position moves

pstream when M 0 increases. The abrupt transition of OSW-ODW

s observed in Fig. 3 a, resulting in a complicated wave structure.

eneath the multi-wave point, a short section of normal deto-

ation wave (NDW) is generated, which connects a compression

ave (CW) extending to the wedge. Increasing M 0 to 8, the

DW disappears while a curved oblique shock appears before the

ulti-wave point, indicating the onset from the abrupt to smooth

ransition. Increasing M 0 further to 9 and 10, the multi-wave point

isappears and the transition is smooth by a curved shock, as

hown in Fig. 3 c and d. 

To assess the effects of grid scale, a resolution study is per-

ormed by doubling the grid number in each direction. Results of

 0 = 7 and 10 are shown by contours in Fig. 4 , compared with

hose obtained using the default resolution. In the case of M 0 = 7,

he wave structure is similar to each other, although minor ef-

ects of high resolution can be noticed. With a higher resolution,

he multi-wave point moves just slightly downstream, and the re-

ected shock wave in the combustion product is more apparent.

he results of M 0 = 10 are in better agreement and almost all the

ontours overlap with each other shown in Fig. 4 b, demonstrating

he results approach grid-independent. To quantify effects of dif-

erent grids, we use the temperature increase of 10% to define the

nitiation position along different lines parallel to the x -axis. Re-

ults based on different grids are shown in Table 2 , demonstrating

hat the grid has little effect on the position. In fact, the maximum
ifference appears around the multi-wave point, about 0.7 mm.

onsidering the length from the wedge tip to the multi-wave point

s about 20 mm, the discrepancy from the grid effect is about 3.5%.

his small discrepancy appears to be acceptable, and the grid scale

f 32 μm is thus deemed sufficient and used for all cases in the

ollowing analysis. 

.2. Comparison between numerical and theoretical analysis 

Previous study [30] has looked at the ODW structures in

ydrogen-air mixtures, which are similar to those shown in

igs. 3 and 4 . However, the results of [30] conjecture that there

re two kinds of initiation mechanism in ODW, one is chemical

inetics-controlled and the other is wave- (or gasydnamics-) con-

rolled. Determining the mechanism is achieved by analyzing the

uid elements in the vicinity of the wedge surface. In the kinetics-

ontrolled one, the initiation length, roughly the position of initi-

tion structure, can be predicted by constant volume combustion

CVC) theory. Contrarily, in the wave-controlled ODWs, the initi-

tion length is usually much shorter than that predicted by the
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Fig. 5. Numerical vs. theoretical initiation lengths in the 85% Ar diluted mixtures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Temperature fields of ODW with Ar ratio 81% and M 0 = 7 (a) and 10 (b) 

(CW: compression wave; SODW: secondary ODW; NDW: normal detonation wave). 

Fig. 7. Temperature fields of ODW with 90% Ar dilution and M 0 = 7 (a) and 10 (b). 
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CVC theory, and there is still lack of theoretical approach to predict

this length. It is shown that in hydrogen-air mixtures, the wave-

controlled gasdynamic process occurs in the case of low M 0 with

the abrupt transition (as sketched in Fig. 1 a), while the chemical

kinetics-controlled mechanism occurs in the case of high M 0 with

the smooth transition (as sketched in Fig. 1 b). However, it is still

unclear whether these mechanisms are universal and applicable in

other combustible mixtures. 

This study aims to explore the initiation mechanisms in stoi-

chiometric acetylene-oxygen mixtures with high degree of argon

dilution. The numerical and theoretical initiation lengths intro-

duced in [30] are employed. The numerical initiation length is de-

fined along the flow stream direction, parallel with the x -axis, from

the wedge tip to the end of induction zone, i.e., the location at

which the temperature increases over 10% in this study. Corre-

spondingly, a theoretical approach based on the CVC theory is used

to define the theoretical initiation length. It assumes an ideal post-

oblique shock flow, where the mixture is completely burned, and

pressure build-up and the formation of pressure waves are weak

near the wedge. Under these assumptions, calculations can be per-

formed using the CHEMKIN package [41] . The inputs of CVC cal-

culations include species densities and temperature, which can be

determined by either oblique-shock relations or numerical simu-

lations. It is found that the former does not give the right results

because the ratio of specific heat changes after the strong oblique

shock and hence, the numerical results are used in this study. Post-

oblique-shock species densities and temperature are then used to

simulate CVC to obtain the reaction time required to attain a mix-

ture temperature with a 10% increase from its post-shock value.

The theoretical initiation length is deduced by multiplying the time

with the post-oblique-shock particle velocity. Despite its simple

formulation, this analysis provides a predictive approach for the

general structure of oblique detonations. It is worth mentioning

that other criteria can be used to define the end of induction zone

(hence the initiation length). Nevertheless, if both theoretical and

numerical results take on the same criterion, the results would not

be affected. Furthermore, the temperature increment of 10% can be

altered in a range, and tests have found that the choice of 5% is still

valid giving the same qualitative results. However, the value cannot

be changed too large, e.g., 20%, otherwise a large part of heat re-

lease zone is included, violating the intent to define the induction

zone. 

The initiation length results are plotted in Fig. 5 , including both

the numerical and theoretical ones. It is observed that the numer-

ical initiation lengths depend on the pressure and M 0 , and the

curve for the same pressure is almost a straight line with the log-

arithmic y - axis coordinate. However, the differences between nu-

merical and theoretical results are very small, and the deviation of
umerical and theoretical lengths are not prominently observed,

ifferent from those in hydrogen-air mixtures [30] . As pointed out

efore, in the cases of low M 0 , i.e., 7, the self-ignition induced

y OSW and subsequent detonation afterward does not occur, so

he initiation lengths are determined by the shock and detona-

ion wave interaction within the initiation region, called wave-

ontrolled mechanism. Nevertheless, from the results in Fig. 5 , the

elf-ignition governed by chemical kinetics dominates all the cases

o the initiation remains chemical kinetics-controlled regardless of

 0 in acetylene-oxygen mixtures highly diluted with argon. 

.3. Effects of argon dilution 

To clarify the initiation mechanism of stoichiometric acetylene-

xygen mixtures with high argon dilution, simulations with differ-

nt Ar ratios are performed and results are shown in Figs. 6 and 

 . In general, the structures with M 0 = 10 are similar, as shown in

igs. 6 b and 7 b. However, the structures with M 0 = 7 are different

nd influenced by the Ar dilution ratio. Aforementioned structure

n Fig. 3 a shows a formation with the connected NDW and CW. De-

reasing Ar dilution ratio to 81%, the structure becomes more com-

lex. A secondary ODW (SODW) appears between the NDW and

W. Two parallel oblique shock waves are observed in the com-

ustion product, one is from the connection of CW and SODW, and

he other is from the connection of SODW and NDW, as shown in

ig. 6 a. Increasing Ar dilution to 90%, the structure becomes sim-

le, and only a train of CW is observed in Fig. 7 a. 
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Fig. 8. Initiation lengths as function of Ar dilution ratio in the cases of M 0 = 7 and 
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Fig. 9. Pressure and temperature along the lines y = 0 with M 0 = 7. 
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Numerical initiation lengths are plotted in Fig. 8 for further

uantitative analysis. The figure shows that the initiation lengths

re insensitive to Ar ratio in both high and low M 0 cases. It is im-

ortant to point out that the theoretical results are very close to

he numerical ones. Hence, the former are not displayed here. In

ig. 8 , it is observed that the lengths are about 14 ∼15 with M 0 = 7,

hile about 1.5 with M 0 = 10. For both M 0 cases, a slight initiation

ength variation can be observed, i.e., the length first decreases and

hen increases when Ar ratio increases, but the variation is rela-

ively small so that the initiation length can be considered approx-

mately as independent of Ar ratio. 

.4. Discussion on the initiation characteristics 

It is interesting to observe that initiation lengths are insensi-

ive to Ar ratio. From the viewpoint of fuel, i.e., acetylene-oxygen,

he variation of Ar ratio from 81% to 90% is not a minor variation.

ndeed, the fuel ratio decreases from 19% to 10% in this process,

 very significant variation, so the near-constant initiation length

eeds to be clarified. Therefore, pressure and temperature along

he lines y = 0 mm in the case of M 0 = 7 are plotted in Fig. 9 . It

s observed that before x = 15 mm, the post-oblique shock pres-

ure values are close in both cases, but the case with 90% Ar has a

igher post-oblique shock temperature than that with 81% Ar. Rel-

tively high temperature in the case of 90% Ar should be derived

rom the species properties. As one kind of monatomic molecule,

r has a high ratio of specific heat capacities. This results in the

igh temperature of the mixtures with 90% Ar, as shown by the

ed solid curve in Fig. 9 . High temperature facilitates the ignition

nd accelerates the induction process, subsequently the heat re-

ease is easier to be triggered. However, the case with 81% Ar ra-

io has higher fuel density, accelerating the induction process from

nother way, and finally a rapid increase of temperature can be ob-

erved shown by the red dashed curve in Fig. 9 . Overall, high tem-

erature and high density play their roles in the high and low Ar

ilution cases, respectively. In other words, these two factors from
ncluding more Ar compensate each other, so the initiation lengths

re insensitive to the dilution ratio. 

Compared with the previous study based on stoichiometric

ydrogen-air mixtures [30] , more understanding on the initiation

f wedge-induced ODW can be achieved. The results shown in

ig. 9 provides an explanation of why the initiation is chemical 

inetics-controlled in both high and low M 0 cases. It is observed

hat the post-oblique shock temperature is about 1470 K in the 81%

r ratio case, and about 1670 K in the 90% Ar case. These tem-

erature values are much higher than that in hydrogen-air mix-

ures, about 1100 K in the case of M 0 = 7. Both studies indicate

hat the temperature is strongly dependent on M 0 . Decreasing M 0 

akes the initiation mechanism changing from kinetics-controlled

o wave- (gasydynamic-) controlled, and also results in a change

f ODW morphology, from smooth to abrupt. Based on the re-

ults of previous study, i.e., ODWs in stoichiometric hydrogen-air

ixtures, it is skeptical that the ODW morphology determines the

nitiation mechanism. However, in the present study using

cetylene–oxygen–argon mixtures, various ODW configurations ap- 

ear under the kinetics-controlled cases. Therefore, for the wedge-

nduced ODW formation, the initiation mechanism cannot be de-

ermined by ODW morphology, and the thermodynamic state be-

ind the post-oblique shock, e.g., temperature or density, appears

o be a more important factor. 

. Conclusions 

Oblique detonation waves in stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen

ixtures with 81% to 90% argon dilution are simulated with

 detailed chemistry model. As a common fuel used in many

etonation research, there remain research questions concerning

he initiation mechanism of acetylene-fueled ODWs. The present

imulation results are analyzed and further compared with ODWs

n stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures, revealing some special

eatures and benefiting to the knowledge of ODW initiation

ndependent of specific mixtures. 
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Numerical results show that the incident Mach number M 0 

changes the initiation structure, but by comparing the numerical

simulation and theoretical analysis results, the initiation mecha-

nism is found to be chemical kinetics-controlled in both high and

low M 0 cases, different from that in hydrogen-air mixtures. The ef-

fect of argon dilution on the initiation morphology is investigated,

showing that the structure is sensitive only in the cases of low

M 0 , and different structures are observed by changing the argon

dilution ratio. However, the initiation length remains independent

against Ar dilution ratio and is only determined by M 0 , which is

attributed to the competition of the high density and high tem-

perature. By comparing with the previous study based on stoichio-

metric hydrogen-air mixtures, the initiation mechanism is found to

be determined mainly by the temperature, and not the ODW mor-

phology in highly argon diluted acetylene-oxygen mixture. 

As a first step in extending the investigation of wedge-induced

acetylene ODW, this study employs acetylene-oxygen mixtures

with high amount of argon dilution. Although CJ Mach numbers

of these mixtures are close to those of stoichiometric hydrogen-

air mixtures, other detonation-related parameters, such as energy

release, differ from each other. These parameters are inter-related

by the gas thermodynamic properties, hence it is impossible to

change only one parameter while keeping the others fixed. Effects

of compressibility, energy release, and reaction sensitivity collec-

tively change the structure and initiation [42–44] , and more work

on each factor should be performed in the future. 
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